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SECTION 1.

A Growing City &
A Growing Pittock
As Portland’s population continues to grow and the region
becomes an icon for northwest-based tourism, visitation to
Pittock Acres Park will continue to break records.
Like many park properties developed in Portland before 1970,
Pittock Acres Park was not designed for the hundreds of
thousands of visitors it receives each peak summer season.
Pittock is a resource for many in our city: it’s an incredible
viewpoint; it’s a trailhead for the Wildwood Trail; it’s a
neighborhood park; and, it’s historical buildings and Mansion
are cultural icons.
This Action Plan seeks to address two questions facing
Pittock Acres Park:
How do we invest and care for this icon in an age of 		
significant growth and visitation, but shrinking funding?
How can we manage the new visitation demand in a
sustainable and equitable way, without hindering access?

PORTLAND PARKS & RECREATION VISION STATEMENT

Portland’s parks, public places, natural areas, and recreational
opportunities give life and beauty to our city. These essential
assets connect people to place, self, and others.
Portland’s residents treasure and care for this legacy, building
on the past to provide for future generations.
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For over a decade, visitation to Pittock Acres Park has continued to
rise. In fact, between 2009 and 2018, visitation more than doubled.
Today, nearly 300,000 people a year visit the roughly 3 acres of developed park land that is Pittock Acres Park.
In the late 1980’s and through the 1990’s, the park suffered from problems, particularly with evening nuisance activity. Congestion and traffic
were isolated to a few weekends a year. Solutions at that time included
night patrols (when funding was favorable during a given year), improving lighting and gates, and restricting parking on neighborhood streets
at night. These tactics had varying success, depending on the year.
Today, many of the same nuisance activities in the 1990’s still continue
to pop up from time-to-time. However, the problems are now exacerbated by significant traffic and parking congestion. These issues have
begun to impact every sunny weekend in the spring and summer, and
during winter holiday festivities at the Mansion.
Figure 1.1 Average parking occupancy (% full) of Pittock lot; 2017
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We can no longer continue this trajectory. Now is the time to face these
challenges to ensure that Pittock remains a Portland icon for many
generations to come. Portland Parks & Recreation and Pittock Mansion
Society realize that a new approach for parking, transportation, and
access is our best option for the park, the Pittock Mansion, and neighborhood livability.
In the following pages, you’ll read about our vision for Pittock Acres
Park, guided by the community input we heard along the way.
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Public Involvement Summary
Portland Parks & Recreation (PP&R) and Pittock Mansion Society used
several strategies to reach neighbors and stakeholders for the first
phase of neighborhood input.
•

Direct mailers to adjacent neighbors. Mailers to about 120
neighbors were sent to gather feedback via phone or web, and to
advertise the neighborhood open house.

•

E-mail newsletter to neighborhood association. E-mail newsletters
sent to adjacent neighbors to encourage feedback and to let them
know about the project.

•

Neighborhood open house. An open-house was held to share
PP&R’s and Pittock Mansion Society’s desire to create an Action
Plan. Neighbors were encouraged to share their experience living
adjacent to the park.

PP&R and Pittock Mansion Society will continue to refine public
involvement opportunities based on feedback from the draft plan, to
be submitted for community feedback in January 2020.
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TOP NEIGHBORHOOD PRIORITIES
FROM FEEDBACK WE HEARD

1

Safe pedestrian links to and from the park
Neighbors are concerned about the lack of pedestrian facilities for the
thousands of visitors that walk or hike to Pittock Acres each year. Visitors as well as neighbors must share the narrow roads with vehicles
while walking to or from the park grounds.

2

Reducing night nuisance activity
For decades, Pittock Acres Park has been an attractive place for
night-dwellers taking in the incredible view. Unfortunately, some of
these visitors leave behind trash in the park and in the neighborhood,
and disturb neighbors with loud noise late at night.

3

Monitoring impacts of spillover parking
Some visitors that frequent the park may choose to park on neighborhood streets to avoid future paid parking or due to limited parking.
Neighbors want to make sure these impacts are monitored and limited.

4

Creating better transit connections
Many visitors come by transit to the park, with a significant number
being tourists. Better pedestrian connections and transit facilities are
needed from these transit stops to both encourage transit use, and to
create a safer connection.

5

Reducing vehicle trips to the park
As the popularity of Pittock Acres Park increases, so do vehicle trips.
These trips are routed through neighborhood streets that can become
tight during peak times. Better understanding these impacts and developing long-term strategies are needed.
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SECTION 2.

Improving Parking
& Access
Pittock Acres Park is located in the West Hills of Portland
in the Hillside Neighborhood. The park is within the Forest Park Natural Resource Management Plan area, and sits
about 900 feet above downtown.
Access to Pittock Acres can be achieved by car, along
narrow neighborhood streets, or on foot along the Wildwood Trail or through the Hillside neighborhood. Transit
access is typically by TriMet Line-20, requiring a long walk
from the stop on W Burnside along narrow neighborhood
streets without sidewalks. The walk gains about 500 feet
of elevation — a hefty climb!
This plan focuses on both short and long-term strategies to
address the access deficiencies found during the planning
process. Short-term strategies are those that the planning
team believe could be implemented within 12-months.
Long-term strategies will take significantly more funding
and coordination between other agencies, such as TriMet
or Portland Bureau of Transportation. In addition, long-term
strategies are likely to trigger site development or other
land-use permits with the Bureau of Development Services.
Because the park sits within the Forest Park Natural Resource Management Plan area, and has several zoning overlays for environmental concern, these endeavors are likely to
be expensive, take longer, and require more community and
neighborhood involvement.
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Pittock Acres Park Proposed Improvement Highlights
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Pedestrian connections from
transit need to be improved

In 2017, nearly 37% of all visitors walked or hiked to Pittock Acres
Park. However, connections for those walking do not exist or are
deficient when walking from the neighborhood or the Line-20 bus
stop off W Burnside.
Fig 2.1 How do visitors arrive to Pittock Acres Park?
1% Tour bus
5% Ride App

57%
Drive
37%
Walk

Frequent service TriMet Line-20 is the only transit connection to
Pittock Acres Park that operates daily and with frequent service. The
bus stop for Line-20 is on W Burnside, .75 miles away from Pittock
Mansion and a 500’ elevation climb. The pedestrian connections
from W Burnside vary from no shoulder, requiring visitors to walk in
traffic, to narrow shoulders with limited sight distances.
Once visitors reach the entrance to Pittock Acres Park, the roadway
becomes significantly narrow again. The road shoulder is narrow or
does not exist, and creates risk for vehicles and pedestrians.
Pedestrians hiking on the Wildwood Trail around the mansion do
so on sections of trail with varying widths and with various erosion
issues.
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Immediate Strategies
•

1.a. Create a separated pathway on NW Pittock Drive and install
speed humps to reduce speed
A curb-separated gravel shoulder will be installed where feasible
along NW Pittock Drive to create a more comfortable and separated
walking area. Speed humps will help reduce speeds.
Estimated cost: $35,000 one-time, plus ongoing maintenance costs

Curb
9’ Travel Lanes

		

2-3’ Gravel Path
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Long-term (within 5 years) strategies
•

1.b. Improve the gravel shoulder on NW Barnes Road
Improve the gravel shoulder where feasible along NW Barnes
Road between Pittock Ave and Burnside to create a more
comfortable and separated walking path for visitors using
transit to access the park. This project will require support from
Portland Bureau of Transportation. Requires vegetation control.
Estimated cost: $15,000 one-time, plus ongoing maintenance costs

2-3’
Gravel
Path
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•

1.c. Install wayfinding signage
To encourage walking from the NW shopping district, new
pedestrian wayfinding signage will be installed from the NW
shopping district and potentially the Green Loop. This project will
require support from PBOT.
Estimated cost: $1,500 one-time, plus ongoing maintenance costs
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2

Park Ranger patrols need to increase to
address park rule violations and parking

A dedicated Park Ranger presence can make a significant
difference in the perception of a park and in reported crimes,
as we’ve seen in Washington Park. A similar program could be
implemented in Pittock Acres.
Fig 2.1 Reported calls for police by time of day, day of week at Pittock 2015-2019
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Park Rangers on-site during peak times, and during key evenings and
late-nights can help reduce nuisance activity. In addition, Rangers
can help address park rule violations and spillover parking issues to
ensure visitors are using the park appropriately and not impacting
adjacent neighborhoods.
Immediate Strategies
•

2.a. Provide dedicated seasonal support during key months
Seasonal Park Rangers will be assigned and stationed in Pittock
Acres Park during spring and summer, and during key evening and
late-nights. Full-time Rangers will supplement these patrols.
Estimated cost: $25,000 annually
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A Pittock Acres Park Master Plan is
needed to chart a course for the future

Pittock Acres Park is one of the few spaces within the Forest
Park Natural Resources Management Plan that is considered
a “developed” park. The park has a unique role in providing
developed amenities in a zoning area that is heavily restricted to
protect and conserve Forest Park’s ecological functions.
Careful consideration and longterm planning is needed in order
to advance the future of Pittock
Acres Park. The park needs to
respond to the significant growth
it is experiencing, and determine
how to maintain and fund its
historic assets. Many visitors
are learning about Pittock just
by word of mouth. A strategy is
needed to ensure the future story
of Pittock Acres Park is crafted
by the community and tailored to
the function of the park.

Fig 3.1 How did you learn about Pittock?
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6% Online search
2% Social media
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Long-term (within 5 years) strategy
•

0%

		

3.a. Start the Pittock Acres Park
Master Plan process
Estimated cost: $150,000
Potential for support from Pittock
Mansion Society
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Daily clean and care and ongoing
maintenance must increase

While visitation has continued to increase, maintenance funding
has not kept pace. Daily clean and care needs to increase to
address trash in and around the park, including near park
entrances in the neighborhood. In addition, major maintenance
and capital projects for non-building assets are not being
addressed due to lack of funding.
Fig 4.1 Maintenance backlog

14 backlogged
projects

of
$3.6m value
backlog

Without a sustainable and dedicated ongoing funding stream,
maintenance issues linger, and minor problems can become major
capital necessities.
A long-term funding strategy for Pittock Acres Park maintenance is
needed, starting with small and simple improvements. Prioritizing
road and access improvements is necessary to ensure visitors and
park resources are protected from harm.
Immediate Strategies
•

4.a. Repave portions of NW Pittock Dr
Areas with cracked and broken pavement will be repaved to ensure
the lifespan of that asset.
Estimated cost: $55,000 one-time, and $10,000 annually
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Immediate Strategies (Continued)
•

4.b. Introduce an additional seasonal maintenance worker
During spring and summer months, an additional seasonal worker should be added
to the rounds at Pittock Acres Park.
Estimated cost: $15,000 annually

Long-term (within 5 years) strategies
•

4.c. Eliminate slide risks at the NW Pittock Dr park entrance, widen it for
pedestrians, and shore up key areas of NW Pittock Dr
Pittock Acres Park sits within a historic slide zone. In 2015, a study completed on
the entrance to Pittock and along NW Pittock Drive called attention to several areas
that need to be stabilized to reduce failure risks.
Slope stability improvements to the driveway area will create an opportunity for
a curb-separated pathway to tie-into the curb-separated pathway outlined in
Strategy 1. Some tree removal would be necessary to achieve slope stabilization.
Estimated cost: $1,000,000 one-time, plus ongoing maintenance costs
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5

Paid parking must be implemented to
sustain the park and its assets

In 2014, neighboring Washington Park was faced with similar
issues as Pittock Acres Park: security problems, maintenance
backlogs, access challenges, and limited funding. At that time, a
unique opportunity presented itself when the cultural institutions
in the park, many neighbors, and Portland Parks & Recreation
came together to introduce paid parking to the park.
Today, the 1,400 parking spaces of Washington Park generate
about $3.8 million dollars annually, with 100% of the funds staying
inside the park to fund shuttle services, Park Rangers, increased
maintenance, and transit incentive programs. In addition, funding
also pays for equitable access programs to ensure everyone in our
community can experience the important cultural destinations within
the park.
In an era of limited funding, Pittock Acres Park also needs a selfsustaining revenue source for park improvements that the public and
neighbors have asked for, and that they deserve, for this iconic park.
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Immediate Strategies
•

5.a. Start a paid parking program in Summer 2020
Dedicate 100% of the funding to improvements in and around
Pittock Acres Park, including the improvements identified in this
plan. The parking program will include an Access For All program to
ensure access is not diminished for low-income visitors.

•

5.b. Begin monitoring parking occupancy on NW Pittock Ave
Rangers and park staff will study parking occupancy to determine
effects, if any, of parking spillover on neighborhood streets for
Summer 2020, and determine changes needed for the following
season based on this data, including night parking data.

•

5.c. Increase capacity at turnouts on NW Pittock Dr
To increase parking capacity and reduce instances of vehicles
spilling over into neighborhood streets, turnouts will be re-graveled
and bumper logs adjusted to maximize available space.

•

5.d. Encourage turnover with some time-limited spaces
In the main lot area, data suggests most visitors are coming to take
photos and enjoy the viewpoint. Some parking spaces near the
entrance of the main lot could be converted to time-limited 30 and
60 minute stalls to help those visitors find parking quickly, and then
move on.
Fig 5.1 What is the reason for your visit?
(visitors could select multiple reasons)
25% museum
72% viewpoint

2% other
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52% hiking
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SECTION 3.

Implementation &
Monitoring Success
The Pittock Acres Parking Action Plan will be implemented
with a goal of closely monitoring trends from each improvement to ensure visitor, park, and neighborhood success.
A core component of the timeline is immediate implementation of
a sustained and ongoing funding source. For that reason, a paid
parking program is the first strategy to be implemented. From that
funding, we can begin to address all other elements of the plan.
Table 3.1 TImeline

Timeline Strategy

Desired Trend/Monitoring

Spring
2020
Summer
2020

Reduced vehicle trips
Reduced parking lot wait times
Increased use of turnouts to reduce
burden on main lot
Limited spillover parking on NW Monte
Vista and NW Pittock Ave
Reduced vehicle speeds

Fall 2020
Spring
2021
2022
2024-25

1

5.a. Implement Paid Parking
5.c. Increase capacity at turnouts
on NW Pittock Dr
5.b. Monitoring spillover parking;
implementing night restrictions
4.a.; 1.a. Safety improvements to
Pittock Dr; repave; new pathway
4.b. Provide add’l seasonal maint.
2.a. Start Ranger coverage during
key months and select nights
5.d. Install some time-limited stalls
in main parking area
1.b. Gravel pathway on NW Barnes1
1.c. Wayfinding signage for
pedestrians1
4.c. Improvements to NW Pittock
Ave driveway; slide risk reductions
3.a. Begin Pittock Acres Park
Master Plan

Reduced trash in and around park
Increased park rule compliance;
Reduced night nuisance activity
Increased turn-over and reduced
waiting in main parking lot
Fewer pedestrians on roadway;
increased safety for all road users
Increased pedestrians on appropriate
paths and sidewalks from NW
Reduced slide risks and no road
failures
Outcomes will be developed as part of
the planning process

These strategies require coordination and approval from PBOT.
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Paid parking implementation
The proposed paid parking strategy will be similar to Washington Park,
with matching rates and hours.
Table 3.2 Pricing

PROPOSED PARKING PRICING PLAN

Paved lot (58 spaces)
• Rates
$2 per hour; $8 maximum

•

Paid Hours
Daily, 9:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Gravel turnouts (about 30 spaces)
• Enforced Hours
• Rates
Daily, 9:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
No charge; 2 Hour Limit
Overflow road (behind historic buildings) to Monte Vista gate
• Enforced Hours
• Rates
Daily, 9:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Employee/event permit only

Equity Considerations
The paid parking program at Pittock will include an Access For All pass,
to allow qualifying individuals and families to purchase a parking pass at a
discounted rate.
Night Parking Restrictions
Parking hours and park hours will not change: the park will continue to
close nightly at 9:00 p.m., with all vehicles needing to be removed by that
time. In an effort to help reduce night nuisance activity, PP&R will work with
PBOT and neighbors on revising the existing night street parking restrictions around the park that more closely resemble these hours, likely 10:00
p.m. to 5:00 a.m.
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Neighborhood congestion monitoring and traffic flow
During the neighborhood outreach sessions, we heard consistent
feedback on the issue of neighborhood congestion caused by tourist
and visitor traffic, and the need for long-term strategies to reduce the
impacts on neighborhood streets.
Neighbors had strong and varying feelings about the current access
configuration for vehicular traffic reaching Pittock Acres Park, and
how to route future access. Currently, two vehicular access points are
still in existence to Pittock Acres Park, but only one is in use for motor
vehicles today.

•

NW Monte Vista Terrace (presently closed to motor vehicles)
Historic access to Pittock Acres Park included a route up NW
Monte Vista Terrace through the Kings Heights neighborhood.
This was one of the original motor vehicle access points for the
Mansion. In the summer of 1959, as part of the Oregon Centennial
celebration that year, Eric Ladd opened up the Mansion to the
public. At that time, the Mansion was on the market to be sold.
Documentation during that time indicates that park traffic was
using the Monte Vista gate as an exit from the park. Entering
traffic was being routed from Burnside to NW Barnes Road
through the present-day gate off Pittock Ave.
In early 1964, as public interest in the site began to increase,
documentation shows public tours were again offered on some
weekends, with public vehicle access from both points: the Monte
Vista gate as well as the present-day gate off Pittock Ave.
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Neighborhood congestion monitoring and traffic flow (cont.)

Around 1987, nighttime nuisance activity was increasing and the gate on NW
Monte Vista was enlarged and moved about 200 feet east on the road. New
signage was installed on Burnside to direct traffic to NW Pittock Ave via NW
Barnes. No other official documentation exists as to the long-term plan for
the gate or its closure.

•

NW Pittock Ave
After the City of Portland purchased the Mansion and adjacent property in
1964, the NW Pittock Drive present-day gate and driveway was improved
and paved. By 1966, most documentation indicates that public vehicle access
was from this present-day gate.
Except for maintenance activity and construction affecting access out of
the Pittock area, the NW Pittock Ave gate has been the exclusive gate for
vehicles into and out of Pittock Acres Park.

Neighbors shared strong feelings about the gate issue. Those near Monte Vista
feel opening the gate will deluge the neighborhood with new traffic, including
cut-through traffic. Neighbors off Pittock Ave feel they are taking the brunt of all
the traffic today, and that the Monte Vista gate should come back into service to
reduce the load on Pittock Ave.
The Pittock Acres Park Parking Action Plan recommends that the gate issue be
referred for further study as part of the Master Plan process in Strategy 3. A full
transportation study is needed for all park access routes. This work will study
the potential impacts and unintended consequences of such a change.
During the implementation phase of paid parking, PP&R will undertake traffic
counts and spillover parking and traffic monitoring to study trends and
determine if any changes are needed to the program.
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Future shuttle and transit service
It is anticipated that sometime in the next 5-10 years, it may be
possible to implement a shuttle service for Pittock Acres Park, similar
to Washington Park. However, at this time, we do not have sufficent
data to implement a shuttle program. Portland Parks & Recreation, in
partnership with Pittock Mansion Society, will continue to look at the
feasibility and interest of shuttle programs in the coming years.
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